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Alternatives
 
Gemini
 

Google Gemini is a groundbreaking AI model designed to understand and seamlessly work with different information types. Text, images, code, and more […]
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Alternatives
 
MkvCinemas
 

MkvCinemas specializes in Hindi-dubbed movies, particularly from South India. Find your favorite Telugu, Tamil, Malayalam, and Kannada films easily with their straightforward […]
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Alternatives
 
MoviesVerse
 

MoviesVerse is your go-to source for movie information. Find in-depth details like cast lists, synopses, trailers, and ratings. Their user-friendly interface makes […]
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Alternatives
 
ExtraMovies
 

ExtraMovies is a website offering a broad collection of movies for download, including recent releases, Hollywood blockbusters, and Bollywood titles. The site […]
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Alternatives
 
DotMovies
 

DotMovies specializes in South Indian films dubbed directly into Hindi. If you enjoy the dynamic action, music, and storytelling of Telugu, Tamil, […]
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Alternatives
 
DownloadHub
 

DownloadHub offers a massive library of movies and TV shows. Find the latest releases, old favorites, and even regional titles in various […]
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Alternatives
 
TotalSportek
 

Ronaldo7 provides you with all of Ronaldo’s sports football online. It has provided all the information about Ronaldo, but when it comes […]
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KnowledgeBase
 
TELTLK : Everything You Need To Know About TELTLK
 

Teltlk is a communication platform that aims to revolutionize the way people communicate. It is a cloud-based platform that offers a variety […]
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KnowledgeBase
 
OneWalmart : Everything You Need To Know About OneWalmart
 

OneWalmart is an intranet for Walmart employees. It is a single, secure destination for employees to access information and resources related to […]
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KnowledgeBase
 
Jebek Shop : Everything You Need To Know About Jebek Shop
 

Jebek Shop is an online retailer that sells a wide variety of products, including electronics, clothing, home décor, and more. It is […]
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KnowledgeBase
 
Yimusanfendi : Everything You Need To Know About Yimusanfendi
 

Yimusanfendi (一亩三分地) is a Chinese online forum for Chinese people who are interested in studying or working in the United States. It […]
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KnowledgeBase
 
GPT66X : Everything You Need To Know About GPT66X
 

GPT66X is a large language model (LLM) that is still under development. It is a generative pre-trained transformer model, which means that […]
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KnowledgeBase
 
Amazons GPT55X : Everything You Need To Know About Amazons GPT55X
 

Amazon GPT55X is a large language model (LLM) developed by Amazon AI. It is a generative pre-trained transformer model, which means that […]
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Internet General, KnowledgeBase
 
92Career : Everything You Need To Know About 92Career
 

92career is a career development platform that provides a comprehensive set of resources and tools to help individuals succeed in their careers. […]
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Alternatives
 
123moviesfree
 

123moviesfree gives you immense pleasure of watching & streaming your favorite movies online anytime with any device. It contains a hug collection […]








Alternatives
 
Grandma Streams
 

Grandma Streams Provides all popular sports streams with mutiple streaming channels in HD. One can stream live football, basketball, vollyball and many […]








Alternatives
 
Chat2Date
 

Chat2Date is one of the dating site where real people register their identity and get to know each other by messaging one […]
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Alternatives, Apps, Software
 
ProofHub
 

ProofHub is a scalable and intuitive software that offers dual functionality of efficient project management and enhanced team collaboration to project teams […]
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Alternatives, WEBSITES
 
Queenslandmax
 

Queenslandmax is a fantastic streaming platform that offers a vast selection of movies and TV shows for free. Whether you’re in the […]
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Alternatives
 
DeepL Write
 

DeepL Write, a cutting-edge AI language tool that’s rewriting the rules of writing. With its advanced natural language processing technology and machine […]
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Alternatives
 
Marmof
 

Marmof, the revolutionary AI platform that’s transforming the way we work. With its advanced natural language processing and machine learning technology, Marmof […]
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Alternatives
 
Rytr
 

Rytr, the innovative AI system that’s changing the game of automation. With its cutting-edge technology and intuitive design, Rytr streamlines your work […]
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Alternatives
 
ChatSonic
 

ChatSonic is the next-generation conversational AI, engineered to provide quick and accurate answers with a personal touch. Its advanced algorithms and natural […]
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Alternatives
 
LaMDA
 

LaMDA, is the cutting-edge AI language model that’s rewriting the rules of language understanding. With its advanced natural language processing technology and […]
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Alternatives
 
Easy-Peasy.AI
 

Easy-Peasy.AI, is a user-friendly AI platform designed to simplify your life. With its intuitive interface and cutting-edge natural language processing technology, Easy-Peasy.AI […]
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Alternatives
 
Jasper.ai
 

Jasper, the intelligent AI system designed to streamline your daily tasks and enhance productivity. With its advanced natural language processing and machine […]
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Alternatives
 
ChatGPT
 

ChatGPT is an AI-powered chatbot that is changing the way people interact with technology. Unlike traditional chatbots, ChatGPT is powered by OpenAI’s […]
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Uncategorized
 
How To Start A Go Kart That Has Been Sitting
 

Starting a go-kart that has been sitting for a while can be a bit of a challenge, but with the right steps […]
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Uncategorized
 
How To Hide Page On A Dealer.com Website
 

Hiding a page on a dealer.com website can be useful for dealerships looking to organize their website and control the information that […]
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How To
 
How To Access Walgreens Storenet From Home
 

Walgreens Storenet is a secure online portal for Walgreens employees to access their work-related information and resources. With the current situation of […]
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Alternatives
 
Unblocked Games WTF
 

Unblocked Games WTF offers a series of the best and most popular as well as new HTML5 online games that you can […]
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Alternatives
 
Unblocked Games 66
 

Unblocked Games 66 collects every other old and new popular unblocked game for you to play. Here you can play many old […]
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Alternatives
 
Unblocked Games 76
 

Unblocked Games 76 has a huge collection of exciting popular and new HTML5 unblocked games that you should play. Every game page […]
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Alternatives
 
Unblocked Games 911
 

Unblocked Games 911 features the most fantastic fun unblocked games to play at school, the workplace, or anywhere you want to kill […]
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Alternatives
 
Unblocked Games 6969
 

Like every other unblocked games site this site also has hundreds of online games which you can play nonstop at school or […]
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Alternatives
 
Tyrone’s Unblocked Games
 

Tyrone’s Unblocked Games site keeps his unblocked gaming site keeps its list up to date with all the new and most popular […]
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Alternatives
 
Unblocked Games World
 

Unblocked Games World provides you with a categorized list of your favorite and all the latest as well as most played games. […]
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Alternatives
 
Unblocked Games 66 EZ
 

Unblocked Games 66 EZ is one of the classic html5 online unblocked games sites where you will get a simple yet interactive […]
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Alternatives
 
Unblocked Games 77
 

Unblocked Games 77 has a simple yet interactive interface which lets you access the top games with its big list of games […]
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Alternatives
 
Unblocked Games MOM
 

When it comes to playing games at school then Unblocked games mom is another popular gaming site where you have options to […]
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Alternatives
 
Unblocked Games 67
 

Unblocked Games 67 features online Unblocked html5 games for you and for your friends. It has many popular categories of games that […]
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Alternatives
 
Unblocked Games The Advanced Method
 

Unblocked Games The Advanced Method provides top HTML5, WebGL, and flash games unblocked which you must check out. You can quickly locate […]
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Alternatives
 
Unblocked Games FreezeNova
 

Unblocked Games FreezeNova has a huge database of various most played and new online games under their categories like action, driving, shooting, […]
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Alternatives
 
Unblocked Games 119
 

Unblocked Games 119 has plenty of html5 games to fulfill your gaming needs so you can play the games you want by […]
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Alternatives
 
Unblocked Games 99
 

Unblocked Games 99 is a popular site where you can easily find many unblocked games to cut out some of your free […]
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Alternatives
 
Unblocked Games By Ben
 

Unblocked Games By Ben collects a list of references to many unblocked games in a way where you can access many games […]








Alternatives
 
Unblocked Games 16
 

Unblocked Games 16 has games unblocked for you anytime you want. It has many html5 unblocked games that you should be playing […]
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Alternatives
 
AZ Unblocked Games
 

AZ Unblocked Games has gathered many unblocked games which include plenty of popular games like Happy wheels, Run game, Friday night with […]
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Alternatives
 
Funblocked
 

Funblocked has many unblocked free online games where you can enjoy any category of games that it has listed under its categories […]
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Alternatives
 
Unblocked Games 666
 

Unblocked Games 666 has thousands of games for you to play unblocked at school. It is one of the sites with both, […]
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Alternatives
 
Unblocked Games 24h
 

Unblocked Games 24h is one of the Google sites where you can play free games of your choice. You will find several […]
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Alternatives
 
Unblocked Games Weebly
 

Similar to Google sites there are various Weebly sites that have games unblocked. You can play any given game by clicking on […]
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Alternatives
 
Cool Math Games
 

If you love playing Logic games, which need a sharp mind to win each level, then the Cool Math games site is […]
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Alternatives
 
Bollyflix
 

BollyFlix gives you all the hindi dubbed movies from Hollywood, Tollywood and Bollywood as well. It has all the movies including latest […]
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Service
 
What Services Can you Get with Comcast Xfinity
 

Deciding what internet service provider (ISP) can be quite a hassle. There is a lot of market research that needs to go […]
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Alternatives
 
1Movieshd
 

Free Movie streaming was never been easier than 1Movieshd with its decent interactive interface with a big database of the latest movies. […]
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Alternatives
 
OlaMovies
 

OlaMovies is a popular movie download site where you can download Bollywood and Hollywood movies in high quality. It also provides dubbed […]
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Alternatives
 
Movies2watch
 

If you want to binge-watch movies then Movies2watch is one of the popular destinations for movie lovers. It is free of cost […]
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Alternatives
 
HDToday
 

HDToday is a very popular free movie-streaming site where you can watch your favorite movies and tv shows without getting annoyed by […]
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Alternatives
 
Resilio Sync
 

Resilio Sync offers free cloud file storage which one can access or use the services as an individuals or as a business. […]
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Alternatives
 
BMovies
 

BMovies has a lot of amazing new movies featured on its home page or you can search for your desired movie by […]
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Alternatives
 
Millsberry
 

Millsberry is a fantasy-based simulation game that brings you the madness of the virtual world. Just like other RPGs, It is an […]
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Alternatives
 
Green Man Gaming
 

Green Man Gaming is a web-based gaming platform integrated with prefire, a video game tracking social network platform. It has a massive […]
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Alternatives
 
Collabedit
 

Collabedit is an online code editor that enables real-time collaboration. It works in your browser, so there’s no need to download anything. […]
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Alternatives
 
GEEKtyper
 

As a practical prank, GEEKtyper is meant for individuals who wish to have a genuine hacking experience for the sake of having […]
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Alternatives
 
Seedvault
 

Seedvault is an all-in-one automatic backup application that includes a dependable method of producing a useful backup of files and data to […]
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Alternatives
 
Droid Transfer
 

Droid Transfer is a Windows application allowing you to transfer MMS and SMS messages from Android tablets or phones to your computer […]
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Alternatives
 
EncFSMP
 

This dependable program allows users to construct an encrypted system and mount it on their computer’s hard drive or a portable disk. […]
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Alternatives
 
Mint
 

Mint is one of the popular free finance management platforms that help you track all your expenses. It lets you reach your […]
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Alternatives
 
Khatrimaza
 

Khatrimaza has lots of Bollywood movies including Hindi movies, Gujrati movies, south Indian movies, and many other top-rated and popular web series […]
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Alternatives
 
FilmyMeet
 

FilmyMeet is one of the best places to download the latest Films and web series. It also has, Punjabi, Marathi, and Gujarati […]
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Alternatives
 
PagalMovies
 

PagalMovies has Bollywood, Hollywood, English Dubbed, and South Indian Hindi dubbed movies and series to download. It has all the latest movies and […]
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Alternatives
 
9xflix
 

9xflix provides you Hindi dubbed or Dual Audio Bollywood and Hollywood movies and web series to download for free. It also has […]
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Alternatives
 
Filmywap
 

Filmywap has Bollywood movies to download, and the latest Hindi HD movies of different qualities that you can download as per your […]








Alternatives
 
FZMovies
 

FZMovies is a place to download Bollywood and Hollywood high-quality HD movies that you can download simply by searching the title on […]








Alternatives
 
Moviesflix Pro
 

Moviesflix Pro has a huge collection of latest movies that you may not find on some other sites. You can watch or […]








Alternatives
 
Worldfree4u
 

Worldfree4u is one of the oldest movie sites names and is known to be hub for Hindi movies/Bollywood movies as well as […]








Alternatives
 
Foumovies
 

Foumovies contains all the latest as well as old Bollywood movies with their description and download option. It has various categories of […]
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Alternatives
 
Coolmoviez
 

Coolmoviez is a free movie download site with a clean and simple interface for one to find their favorite movies by searching […]
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Alternatives
 
filmyworld
 

filmyworld has 480p, 720p, 1080p quality Indian Hindi movies to download for anyone for free of cost, it provides you with multiple […]
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Alternatives
 
HDHub4u
 

HDHub4u is a Hindi movie download site where you can download Bollywood movies or south Indian movies with Hindi audio, it has […]
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Alternatives
 
Mkvking
 

Mkvking is one of the popular Indian movie streaming download sites which has almost every other popular Indian movie from Bollywood as […]
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Alternatives
 
Hdmoviearea
 

Hdmoviearea lets you download your favorite movies in different quality as per your internet speed and limit as one can download in […]








Alternatives
 
UWatchFree
 

UWatchFree has a huge database of movies and TV series that you can stream/watch right away for free or you can download […]








Alternatives
 
MoviesBaba
 

MoviesBaba is mainly a movie download site for Indian users to download their favorite movies for free with the desired quality and […]








Alternatives
 
Moviespur
 

Moviespur has all the latest Bollywood, Hollywood DVDRip, Dual Audio, Hd mp4 3gp Movies for anyone with an internet connection. This website […]
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Alternatives
 
Moviesyug
 

Moviesyug is an Indian movie download website that has almost every other popular as well as the latest Bollywood movies for one […]








Alternatives
 
MovieVerse
 

MovieVerse is a website to download the latest Bollywood as well as Hollywood Dual audio movies with high quality. You can also […]








Alternatives
 
MovieRulz
 

MovieRulz lets you watch Bollywood and Hollywood full movies online for free or you can also download them. It gives you multiple […]








Alternatives
 
Hdmoviesmp4
 

Hdmoviesmp4 is a popular website that offers its users the ability to download movies from Bollywood, Hollywood Hindi dubbed dual audio that […]








Alternatives
 
Mfzmovies
 

If you are looking for a website to download latest Bollywood movies then this site might be one for you. It has […]








Alternatives
 
HDmoviespoint
 

HDmoviespoint is a movies download site for Indian users mainly to download their favorite movies from its huge catalog with its huge […]








Alternatives
 
Movieloverz
 

Movieloverz is a movie download site it has a collection of new movies from almost every genre of Bollywood. It offers a […]








Alternatives
 
Moviesflix
 

Moviesflix has a huge number of movies and tv shows to download. This site offers various genres to download movies such as […]
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Alternatives
 
theMoviesflix
 

theMoviesflix is a platform to download movies that offers extensive collection of latest movies from Bollywood and also from Hollywood that can […]








Alternatives
 
Gofilms4u
 

Gofilms4u has Dual Audio Hollywood, Bollywood, and English Series and shows to download. This site offers Movies from various niches like action, […]
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Alternatives
 
Movies ki Duniya
 

Movies ki Duniya is a place for Indian movie lovers to download their desired Bollywood, Hollywood dubbed, and dual audio movies for […]








Alternatives
 
ipagal
 

ipagal is a website to download and stream Bollywood movies for Indian movie lovers. This site has a huge database of Indian […]
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Alternatives
 
Movie4me
 

Movie4me is a movie download site where you can find and download your favorite movies from various genres such as Action, Thriller, […]
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Alternatives
 
Skymovieshd
 

Skymovieshd is a site for downloading, Bollywood, Punjabi, Tamil, Telugu, Bengali, and Marathi movies download for free. It has a collection of […]
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Alternatives
 
SDMoviesPoint
 

SDMoviesPoint is a full-on movie download site where one can download HD movies. This site has a simple yet intuitive interface for […]
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Alternatives
 
Vegamovies
 

Vegamovies has movies to download in different sizes as qualities such as 480p, 720p, 1080p, 2160p 4k etc. You can also download […]
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Alternatives
 
9xMovies
 

9xMovies is one of the famous movie sites when it comes to downloading Bollywood movies from various categories including old as well […]
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Alternatives
 
Mp4Moviez
 

Mp4Moviez is a free-to-use Movies download site that has movies of different qualities and sizes, it has the Latest Bollywood movies to […]
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Alternatives
 
FilmyZilla
 

FilmyZilla contains a database of Bollywood, Hollywood, Hindi dubbed, dual audio movies for anyone to download for free and in different qualities […]
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Alternatives
 
aFilmywap
 

You can download new HD Bollywood, Hollywood Hindi Dubbed, Bengali, Punjabi, and south Indian movies from aFilmywap website which is free of […]
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Alternatives
 
SSR Movies
 

SSR Movies has all the exclusive Bollywood, Hollywood, Hindi dubbed dual audio movies to download in HD, if you are not willing […]
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Alternatives
 
Bolly4u
 

Bolly4u is a decent website for Bollywood movie lovers. On this site, you can browse and find your favorite movies to download […]
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Alternatives
 
7StarHD
 

7StarHD is a movie streaming and download site where one can stream their favorite movies right away from the site without having […]
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Alternatives
 
MyDownloadTube
 

MyDownloadTube provides you with HD movies to download for free or you can stream them online from your computer or mobile device, […]








Alternatives
 
YIFY Movies
 

YIFY Movies is a movie download website where you can download the latest Hollywood, Bollywood and many other varieties of movies for […]
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Alternatives
 
Katmovie
 

Katmovie has a collection of Bollywood movies, Hollywood Hindi dubbed movies and many more from almost every genre that you can download […]








Alternatives
 
iBOMMA
 

iBOMMA is a Telugu movies download site with the best quality and the latest movies for you to download fastly from its […]








Alternatives
 
MoviesWood
 

MoviesWood is a Tamil and Telugu movie download site to download with movies to download from various niches and sizes & qualities […]
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Alternatives
 
Tamilprint
 

Tamilprint has all the latest Tamil movies for you to download for free of cost with HD quality. All the full Tamil movies […]
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Alternatives
 
TamilTwist
 

TamilTwist has a huge database of Tamil serials and Tv shows that you can watch online, it also has Tamil movies which […]
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Alternatives
 
Isaimini
 

Isaimini is one of the top most popular websites for downloading Tamil Movies, with Isaimini one can download Full Tamil movies and […]








Alternatives
 
TamilDBox
 

TamilDBox has Tamil tv shows as well as Movies to download with good quality. One can download Tamil Movies of different genres […]








Alternatives
 
Trdub
 

Trdub is a Tamil movie download site that provides latest Tamil movies, dubbed Tamil movies, Newly released movies as well as old […]
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Alternatives
 
Tamilraja
 

Tamilraja lets you download any number of Tamil movies with desired quality. With this site, one can easily download their choice of […]
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Alternatives
 
Tamilrockers
 

When it comes to downloading the latest Tamil movies from the internet then Tamilrockers comes very first, it is one of the […]








Alternatives
 
Kuttyrockers
 

Kuttyrockers is a Tamil movie download site that has a big collection of Tamil movies for you to download anytime anywhere for […]
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Alternatives
 
TamilGun
 

TamilGun lets you download the latest Tamil movies with HD quality. You can also stream/watch online your desired tamil movie right away […]
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Alternatives
 
TamilBlasters
 

TamilBlasters has latest Tamil Dubbed Movies, high-quality Tamil movies to download too. You can download any number of movies from the site […]
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Alternatives
 
Bolly2tolly
 

Bolly2tolly is a popular website for downloading and streaming Hindi, English, Telgu, Tamil, Bengali, Kannada,and Malyalam movies. It also has a huge […]
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Alternatives
 
PlayTamil
 

PlayTamil lets you download full latest Tamil movies for free. It also has various popular Telugu movies as well with HD quality […]
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Alternatives
 
1TamilMV
 

1TamilMV is a site for downloading Tamil, Telugu movies even you can stream web series, tv shows in this site. It provides […]
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Alternatives
 
KuttyMovies
 

Download every latest Tamil movie with KuttyMovies, it has a huge catalog of movies that are of High quality to download for […]
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Alternatives
 
Tamilyogi
 

Tamilyogi has almost every Tamil movie that you can stream anytime for free in this site. You can search for your favorite […]
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Alternatives
 
Thiruttuvcd
 

Thiruttuvcd is a Tamil content site that has Tamil movies and series that you can download for free with the best quality. […]
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How To, Mac, OS
 
What to Do If Your Mac Runs Slow After Update?
 

As a rule of thumb, it is recommended to update your computer whenever a new operating system version becomes available. OS updates […]
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Alternatives
 
Gooseberry Intimates
 

Gooseberry Intimates provides you with branded & amazing chic Lingerie and Swimwear Label. One can shop a variety of Lingerie, bras, cami, […]
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Alternatives
 
LIVELY
 

LIVELY has all the top arrivals and the sexiest range of bodysuits, Bras, undies, and many other varieties that one can choose […]
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Alternatives
 
Victoria’s Secret
 

Victoria’s Secret is one of the top known brands worldwide that provides the world’s most famous & best bras, panties, and lingerie, […]
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Alternatives
 
CUUP
 

CUUP has Bras and underwear of plenty of varieties that you can select from. Through its site, you can easily find your […]
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Alternatives
 
ThirdLove
 

ThirdLove is one of the top-rated sites that have Bras and underwear for every Body and Size. It has a range of […]
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Alternatives
 
Adore Me
 

Adore Me is an online fashion store for women’s undergarments that facilitates women to shop uninhibitedly for intimate wear and to make […]
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Alternatives
 
Omnisphere
 

Omnisphere is the flagship synthesizer of spectra sonics -an instrument that portrays extraordinary power and versatility. The top artists from all over […]
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Alternatives
 
ZynAddSubFX
 

ZynAddSubFX is a fully-featured and open-source synthesizer that is capable of making a decent number of instruments, from some commonly heard from […]
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Alternatives
 
Nexus
 

Nexus works as an all-in-one ROMpler that already has a decent database of a number of production-ready sounds that one can use. […]
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Alternatives
 
Surge Synthesizer
 

Surge Synthesizer has many synthesis techniques along with a great selection of filters, a flexible modulation engine, a smorgasbord of effects, and […]
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Alternatives
 
Dexed
 

Dexed is an FM-type softsynth developed by Pascal Gauthier of Digital Suburban. It is an ideal application for importing, playing, and editing/managing […]
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Alternatives
 
Vital
 

Vital lets you discover how warping the harmonic makeup of a wavetable can completely create a new set of sounds. Stretch, shift, […]
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Alternatives
 
Helm
 

Helm is one of the best free software synthesizers which is used to create electronic music on your computer. It is a […]
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Alternatives
 
SynthMaster One
 

SynthMaster One is an easy-to-use wavetable synthesizer with an intuitive workflow and a number of decent features. It comes with a simple […]
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Alternatives
 
Roll Call Church Management Software
 

Roll Call Church Management Software is a church management solution for Windows and Mac that can be easily deployed either on-premise or […]
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Alternatives
 
Faith Teams
 

Faith Teams is known to be an easy and affordable Church Management Software for Small & Mid-sized Churches. It is easy to […]
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Alternatives
 
Donarius
 

Donarius church management software helps you easily track your members/contributions for the donation tracking and many other features like, print/email tax statements […]
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Alternatives
 
Web Church Connect
 

Web Church Connect is an all-in-one Church Database Software that helps you with its most user-friendly UI as well as a mobile-friendly […]
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Alternatives
 
Danbooru
 

With the use of tags and ratings, Danbooru is a non-hierarchical semantic framework that allows users to submit content and search for […]
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Alternatives
 
Konachan
 

Konachan is an anime Image board site, as well as Manga wallpapers, can also be downloaded from this site. It has Unlimited […]
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Alternatives
 
Gelbooru
 

Gelbooru is a free anime and Hentai Gallery that has millions of free anime videos, images, wallpapers, hentai and more. You don’t […]
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Alternatives
 
Zerochan
 

Zerochan is known to be high quality anime image board where you can get the images by tags or get a list […]
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Alternatives
 
yande.re
 

yande.re is one of the popular anime-based imageboard, or “booru”, it has utilized a comprehensive tag system to categorize and archive images […]
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Alternatives
 
Wink
 

Wink is one of the freeware and cross-platform screen capturing or snipping tools. It can capture your screenshot automatically while you use […]
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Alternatives
 
Snagit
 

Snagit is known to be one of the best screen capture software that lets you quickly capture your PC screen and camera, […]
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Alternatives
 
Screen Capturer
 

Screen Capturer is one of the easy lightweight and free tools for capturing your screen work. By using Screen Capturer you can […]
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Alternatives
 
Shutter
 

Shutter is the perfect solution for screen capturing and taking a screenshot. It is open source so you don’t have to worry […]
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Alternatives
 
Lightshot
 

Lightshot is another fastest and lightweight screen capture tool and Snipping tool. You can take a screenshot of any specific location of […]
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Alternatives
 
Greenshot
 

Greenshot is a light-weight Snipping tool for Windows. With its easy and handy features, you can create screenshots of a selected region, […]
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Alternatives
 
Lightscreen
 

Lightscreen is one of the lightweight and easy screenshot tool for windows and Linux as well. It enhances your way of capturing […]
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Alternatives
 
ShareX
 

ShareX is a Free and Open Source Snipping tool. You can Capture your full screen or a particular part of your screen. […]
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Alternatives
 
Screenpresso
 

It provides you with incredible features of screen capturing just by pressing the print screen button(PrtScr) on your keyboard. With its built-in […]
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Alternatives
 
Picpick
 

Picpick has same amount of basic screen capturing features, it is a pretty popular tool. It supports multiple monitor environments, auto-saving, capturing […]
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Alternatives
 
Vontage
 

Vontage is one of the top best affordable phone services which you can use to help your company grow. It gives you a […]
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Alternatives
 
RingCentral
 

RingCentral is a publicly traded provider of cloud-based communications and collaboration solutions for businesses. For those businesses who are in need of an […]
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Alternatives
 
Grasshopper
 

Grasshopper is one of the virtual phone systems which helps you get a business phone number. It also has a multiple extension […]








Alternatives
 
Voiceably
 

Voiceably provides you a business phone system which you can avail for 30 days as a trial. This cloud-based phone system gives […]
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Alternatives
 
Dialpad
 

Dialpad is also a cloud-based phone system which provides businesses, a platform for voice, video, messages and meeting across various existing devices. […]
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Alternatives
 
8×8
 

8×8 provides you with a powerful cloud business phone system. It gives you the facility of unlimited calling in the US and Canada. It […]
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Alternatives
 
Nextiva
 

Nextiva is one is another best VoIP service provider and has really great support. It is already providing some quality service to […]
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Alternatives
 
Paladins: Champions of the Realm
 

Paladins is a First-Person and Third-Person shooter game that has hints of MOBA (Mulitplayer Online Battle Arena). Gameplay wise, it is similar […]
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Alternatives
 
Dirty Bomb
 

Dirty Bomb is Developed by Splash Damage, on its release the game received positive and mixed reactions from critics and users, but […]
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Alternatives
 
Wolfenstein II: The New Colossus
 

Wolfenstein II: The New Colossus is completely different game compared to Overwatch. While the above two games were set in a futuristic […]
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Alternatives
 
Warframe
 

Warframe has multiple characters that have multiple weapons, but that is where the similarity stops. That is because, Warframe has an excellent […]
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Alternatives
 
Blacklight: Retribution
 

A sequel to Blacklight: Tango Down, the Blacklight: Retribution is set in cyberpunk futuristic world that is bound to pump up your […]
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Alternatives
 
Overwatch
 

There’s no doubt that Overwatch is one of the greatest games of all time. Back then in 2016, the game was so […]
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Alternatives
 
PeerBlock
 

PeerBlock is a software program for Windows OS that identifies with your computer system connecting to the internet. It also gives you […]
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Alternatives
 
BeeThink IP blocker
 

BeeThink IP blocker is one of the Windows IP blocking programs which controls how one computer interacts with other computers over a […]
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Alternatives
 
PeerGuardian
 

PeerGuardian is one of the best privacy oriented firewall application so far. Unlike PeerBlock, PeerGuardian way bigger/huge blocklist, through which it detects thousands […]
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Alternatives
 
iplist
 

iplist is another open-source program for Linux which is used for blocking connection from a specific range of hosts. To blocking connection […]
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Alternatives
 
Craft CMS
 

Craft CMS is a CMS that big brands like Netflix and Salesforce are using. You may not heard about this CMS if […]
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Alternatives
 
Grav
 

Grav is very popular and known as Flat-File Content Management System. It is very Extensible means it gives you a powerful API and […]
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Alternatives
 
Ghost
 

Ghost, which is known as the professional publishing platform built specifically for blogging and publishing. In term of flexibility, it’s not same […]
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Alternatives
 
Drupal
 

Drupal is another most-used open source CMS/ However, Drupal can’t be very friendly for beginners but it gives you modules and themes […]
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Alternatives
 
Joomla
 

Joomla is one of the best Content Management System. It is widely used open-source CMS worldwide and has It can be used […]
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Alternatives
 
Bitvise SSH Client
 

Bitvise SSH Client is mainly utilized to initiate connections to SSH servers and supports all versions of Windows Desktops & Servers. It […]
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Alternatives
 
Xshell
 

Xshell runs on Windows is absolutely free for home use but there is a paid version for businesses. However, it can also […]
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Alternatives
 
mRemoteNG
 

mRemoteNG is a branch of mRemote which is open-source, free and remote connection management software. This tool also allows tabbed interface. Also, […]
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Alternatives
 
MobaXterm
 

MobaXterm is a single application that runs a ton of functions for programmers, webmasters, IT administrators, and moreover to anybody who is […]
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Alternatives
 
PuTTYTray
 

PuTTYTray allows users to save sessions to the registry or to a file, adds cosmetic changes and extends PuTTY further using addons […]
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Alternatives
 
SuperPuTTY
 

SuperPuTTY allows tabbed sessions and SCP file transfers between remote and local system. It has a better interface than PuTTY and also requires […]
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Alternatives
 
KiTTY
 

KiTTY is a branch of PuTTY developed to function as a Windows SSH Client. It has all features that PuTTY has and […]
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Alternatives
 
PuTTY
 

PuTTY has been in practice for decades now. It has been the best SSH client in the Windows world since it is […]
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Alternatives
 
College Recruiter
 

A part-time job is something which everyone wants to have a good amount of extra money, especially students who has the fresh […]
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Alternatives
 
DowneLink
 

DowneLink is an online dating application specially designed for Gays, Bisexuals and transgender people. It provides a friendly environment and allows Downe […]
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Alternatives
 
Cartoon HD
 

Cartoon HD is an app that one can use free of cost and easily. This is the best streaming app that you […]
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Alternatives
 
Do not Link it
 

Do not Link .com is a defunct, offline URL shortening service which ensures that the linked websites do not enjoy any improvement […]
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Alternatives
 
EdgeManage
 

EdgeManage allows you to view all favorites and folders in a graphical tree, you can use “drag and drop” to copy or […]
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Alternatives
 
Advanced URL Catalog
 

Advanced URL Catalog is an amazing bookmark manager, it checks all the bookmarks from your database for dead links to make sure […]
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Alternatives
 
AM-DeadLink
 

AM-DeadLink is a useful application that can detect dead links and duplicates in the browser bookmarks. If a Bookmark has become unavailable, […]
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Alternatives
 
Friend Or Follow
 

Friend Or Follow helps to understand who is following back and who does not. Friend Or Follow is an intelligent tool that […]
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Alternatives
 
Refollow
 

Refollow lets you achieve the target of getting more followers by letting you Manage your Friends and Followers, you can also group […]
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Alternatives
 
Circleboom
 

With Circleboom you can manage and grow your Twitter account and find out who unfollowed you or unfollow weak accounts, unfollow fake […]








Alternatives
 
BlockBlockAdBlock
 

BlockBlockAdBlock is an easy-to-use system for recapturing the lost revenue from one’s blog or website. It is free of cost. It uses […]
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Alternatives
 
Anti-Adblock Killer
 

Anti-Adblock Killer helps your browser enable your AdBlock even if the site you have visited enabled a script to ask you to […]
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Alternatives
 
PadTV HD
 

PadTV HD is an application that allows the user to watch and record Free-to-air DVB T/T2/ISDB-T/ATSC TV at any place one visits […]
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Alternatives
 
DVB-T finder
 

One can watch a number of tv channels using DVB-T finder. It uses GPS and Internet to fetch the channel’s data as […]
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Alternatives
 
ProgTV
 

ProgTV is an amazing app that lets you watch tv channels or even listen to radio channels over your internet connection or […]
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Alternatives
 
Groovedown
 

Groovedown is a simple Grooveshark downloader specially developed to download songs from Grooveshark. It owns a basic GUI that comes with a […]
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Alternatives
 
Cycle.io
 

Cycle is the developer-friendly container orchestration platform. By simplifying the processes around container and infrastructure deployments, Cycle enables developers to spend more […]
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Alternatives
 
Consul by HashiCorp
 

Consul by Hashicorp made the task easier for service discovery and configuration made easy. Distributed, highly available, and datacenter-aware. It also can […]
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Alternatives
 
Apache Zookeeper
 

Apache Zookeeper is an open-source server that offers a centralized service for providing configuration information, synchronization, naming and various other group services […]
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Alternatives
 
etcd
 

etcd is a distributed key-value, strongly consistent store that provides a reliable way to store data that needs to be accessed by […]
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Alternatives
 
Kohls Admin Infinite
 

Roblox Kohls Admin Infinite allows users to change the time of day, play music and teleport players to different games. It is […]
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Alternatives
 
HD admin
 

HD Admin is an open-source admin application for the Roblox platform. This application is comprised of an extensive range of amazing features […]
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Alternatives
 
Nintendo Wi-Fi Connection
 

Nintendo Wi-Fi Connection is an online multiplayer gaming service provided by Nintendo that allowed users to play compatible Nintendo DS and Wii […]
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Alternatives
 
Wiimmfi
 

Wiimmfi is known to be Nintendo Wi-Fi Connection online gaming service that provided free online play in various Nintendo DS and Wii […]
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Alternatives
 
FaceRig
 

FaceRig is a software tool that allows anyone with a camera to inhabit amazing characters digitally. The output may be saved as […]
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Alternatives
 
Globfone
 

Globfone is used to deliver telecommunication services like SMS and international calls for free to users all over the world. It is […]
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Alternatives
 
Kinguin
 

Kinguin is one of the best online platforms to get amazing video games at desirable prices. It comes with various different categories […]
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Alternatives
 
TikTok Online Viewer
 

TikTok Online Viewer is a short video streaming service that lets users enjoy short TikTok videos online in their web browser. Also, […]
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Alternatives
 
Brainans
 

Brainans is a TikTok online viewer and downloader that lets you explore and watch videos, nd music also you can search profiles […]
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Alternatives
 
Massdrop
 

Massdrop is a unique online shopping platform that offers products according to the requirements of an individual. It supports the field of […]
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Alternatives
 
Kono Store
 

Kono store is one of the hubs that offer the highest quality mechanical keyboards, keycap set group buys, Deskmats & Accessories, and […]
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Alternatives
 
dBpoweramp
 

dBpoweramp is an all-in-one audio converter that helps users to convert their audio files into multiple formats. It supports all major formats […]
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Alternatives
 
Trackpad++
 

Trackpad++ is a free Windows driver for Apple Multi-Touch and Force Touch trackpads for Macbook, Retina and Air notebooks. It comes with […]
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Alternatives
 
MultiAVCHD
 

MultiAVCHD is a sumptuous program that lets you create Blu-ray disc movie information files along with HD discs. Also, it lets you […]
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Alternatives
 
AppTrackr
 

AppTrackr is an online app store that lets you download premium apps and cracked versions of paid applications on iOS devices. Also, […]
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Alternatives
 
Omgpop
 

Omgpop is an online gaming hub for gamers where they can hang out, play various free multiplayer games, interact with other online […]
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Alternatives
 
Wiggio
 

Wiggio is an online task management tool that allows users to organize their day-to-day tasks and work in groups. Users can manage […]
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Alternatives
 
Adobe PageMaker
 

Adobe PageMaker is a professional document creation program that allows users to create top-notch publications such as newspapers, brochures, resumes, presentations and […]
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Alternatives
 
Droid Explorer
 

Droid Explorer is a lightweight utility tool that deals with your established Android gadgets. It assists users to arrange the device substance […]
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Alternatives
 
Rise of Mythos
 

Rise of Mythos is an online massively multiplayer game. This is the online free-to-play fantasy collectible trading card game with an MMO […]
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Alternatives
 
Summoners War
 

It is a multi-player online video game. It is an action strategy-based defense and fantasy-based game. In this game, there is a […]
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Alternatives
 
Geek TV Shows
 

It is a video streaming site where you can watch TV shows. Popular TV shows are shown with new contents updates every […]
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Alternatives
 
City Girl Life
 

In simple words, this is a fashion-based social game. You can play this game directly in your web browser. Apart from that, […]
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Alternatives
 
Topix
 

Topix is a free-float capitalization index. It is also known as the Tokyo Stock Price Index. This is a capitalization-weighted index of […]
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Alternatives
 
Club Penguin
 

Club Penguin is an online virtual world game. This is a massively multiplayer online game for the players who have fun. In […]
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Alternatives
 
Gaia online
 

Gaia online is an online game that one can play on their device. In this virtual world game, one can play as […]
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Alternatives
 
BadBlue
 

Turn a PC into a web server and securely exchange photographs, movies, videos, and music/MP3 data’ is how BadBlue is advertised. BadBlue […]
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Alternatives
 
Plays.tv
 

Playstv.exe is an executable program file that is part of the Plays.tv Video Recorder by Raptr process that is included with the […]
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Alternatives
 
CARFAX
 

CARFAX, Inc. is a business internet service that provides vehicle history records to people and companies on used automobiles and light trucks […]
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Alternatives
 
LibGen
 

Library Genesis is a simple yet powerful search engine that allows users to discover and download various articles and ebooks without any […]
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Alternatives
 
Google Latitude
 

Google Latitude is a mobile application that allows users to track the location of other people on their Google mail contact list. […]
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Alternatives
 
Discord History Tracker
 

Discord History Tracker lets an individual save chat history in their servers, groups and private conversations and give a chance to view […]
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Alternatives
 
Tetrimus
 

Tetrimus is a free to play sandbox where users can build their own games with friends and other users. It was originally […]
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Alternatives
 
Everliker
 

Everliker is basically a Google Chrome extension that allows one to automatically like contents posted by Instagram users based on preferred hashtags. […]
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Alternatives
 
CBX Shell
 

CBX Shell gives Windows Explorer thumbnail and info tip extensions for accomplishing pictures. It empowers thumbnail review for ZIP, CBZ, CBR and […]
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Alternatives
 
Yard Sale Treasure Map
 

Yard Sale Treasure Map is an application that helps in planning for treasure-hunting adventures. One can view the local sales in the […]








Alternatives
 
Paint.NET PSD Plugin
 

Paint.NET PSD Plugin is basically an intuitive and user-friendly plugin for Paint.NET that initiates loading as well as saving of Photoshop.PSD files. […]
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Alternatives
 
FatWallet
 

In addition to serving as a comparison-shopping website, FatWallet also had a set of forums where users could post bargains and rebate […]
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Alternatives
 
FloatMe
 

The unique tools provided by FloatMe assist you in getting ahead of your money and making smarter decisions. FloatMe is here to […]
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Alternatives
 
FarmVille
 

FarmVille is a series of social network games based on farm simulation that was created and launched by Zynga in 2009. Plowing […]
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Alternatives
 
Township
 

Playrix created it and it is a farming and city-building video game. The main objective of the player in this game is […]
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Alternatives
 
Kissmanga
 

Kissmanga is a management platform that is incredibly popular among anime communities all across the globe, and it is a favorite of […]
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Alternatives
 
HSN.com
 

HSN.com is an online shopping hub where users can find and buy a wide variety of products including fashion, healthcare, beauty, crafts, […]
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Alternatives
 
Walmart
 

Walmart is an online store that sells all of the items that one uses in their daily routine life. This online store […]
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Alternatives
 
Bloomingdale’s
 

Over the course of more than 150 years, Bloomingdale’s has established itself as one of the most recognizable department shops in the […]
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Alternatives
 
Ashley Madison
 

Ashley Madison, also known as The Ashley Madison Organization, is a Canadian internet dating and social media service aimed towards people who […]
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Alternatives
 
Heated Affairs
 

Heated Affairs is a quite popular site among singles and married people alike, and for a good reason. This service is one […]
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Alternatives
 
AdultFriendFinder
 

AdultFriendFinder has been helping individuals connect with one another for decades, and in the last few years, they have expanded its network […]
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Alternatives
 
NoStringsAttached.com
 

No strings are attached to NoStringsAttached.com by Various Inc., a discreet dating site developed for those who wish to begin an extramarital […]
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Alternatives
 
EliteSingles
 

EliteSingles is an online dating service developed by the German creators of the online dating website eDarling.com. The fundamental focus and driving […]
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Alternatives
 
BeNaughty
 

For those who aren’t ready to settle down and are looking for occasional sex partners for pleasure, BeNaughty is an international adult […]
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Alternatives
 
FriendFinder-X
 

It is a full-featured dating service that offers a variety of methods to contact other members and engage with other members on […]
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Alternatives
 
Ranker
 

Ranker is a digital media platform that shows rankings and stats about everything. Along with this, It also users to vote on […]
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Alternatives
 
TierMaker
 

TierMaker is a tier-creation and -display tool that allows users to rank shows, characters, video games, and clubs in tier form, which […]
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Alternatives
 
RankedByVotes
 

The top lists in entertainment, including movies, TV shows, anime, and more, are brought to you by RankedByVotes. Each ranking is arranged […]
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Alternatives
 
Live Vote
 

Live Vote offers users a new interactive experience with material thanks to its innovative design. The creation of bespoke Live Vote Events […]
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Alternatives
 
Opinion Stage
 

It is an online platform to generate more engagement, leads, money, and insights by incorporating interactive content into the content creation process. […]
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Alternatives
 
Lysthub
 

It is the goal of Lysthub, a cutting-edge platform, to create a point of junction between data and public opinion. They make […]
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Alternatives
 
Lolchess.gg
 

Lolchess.gg is one of the finest and trending statistics platforms for TFT. The platform is popular for its user-friendly and appealing graphics […]
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Alternatives
 
Tracker.GG
 

It is possible to discover statistics data about any beloved game on Tracker.GG, is a web-based platform with a clear display. Because […]
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Alternatives
 
Tftactics.gg
 

Tftactics.gg is a web-based tactics game that provides a platform for team battles. It will assist you in improving your gaming and […]
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Alternatives
 
FortniteTracker
 

FortniteTracker is a web-based online statistic generator for the Fortnite video game, which provides precise information on every facet of the game’s […]
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Alternatives
 
Codstats
 

Codstats is a lavish platform that has been exclusively created for the generation of statistics for the call of contemporary duty warfare […]
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Alternatives
 
CS:GO Stats
 

It is an online platform that provides statistics information, matches, and rankings for your CsGo account in an automatic manner. Using the […]
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Alternatives
 
Dotabuff
 

Dotabuff is one of the most popular web-based logistical statistics and community sites for Dota 2. It was created specifically for Dota […]
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Alternatives
 
FriendLife
 

FriendLife is a fun and easy way to meet new people and make new friends for free. It’s lovely and distinctive, and […]
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Alternatives
 
Fav Talk
 

Popular talking programs such as Fav Talk, which enable individuals to enjoy conversing with others based on mutual interests, have gained popularity […]
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Alternatives
 
Flurv
 

Flurv is one of the world’s greatest worldwide communities of unusual people, with over a million members in over 100 countries. Flurv […]
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Alternatives
 
Anomo
 

In addition to being easy to use, Anomo offers its worldwide users a variety of communication options, which helps break the ice […]
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Alternatives
 
Buddypass
 

Buddypass is a straight-talking and messaging program that allows its users worldwide to meet real people and become friends with them. This […]
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Alternatives
 
Path Talk
 

A new talk messenger, Path Talk, is really a talking application in the form of the messenger, rather than a traditional talk […]
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Alternatives
 
Meet by Moonit
 

Meet by Moonit is a fantastic tool for meeting new individuals in your area and all over the globe and conversing with […]
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Alternatives
 
Qeep
 

Looking for a specialized program that allows you to meet new people and make intriguing friends? Then Qeep is the app for […]
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Alternatives
 
BuzzE
 

To meet new people and create new acquaintances, BuzzE Social Networking is a must-have talking program for those who are seeking the […]
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Alternatives
 
Friendable
 

Friendable is a free friendship-building tool that is likely a good way to enhance one’s social network without spending any money. This […]
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Alternatives
 
Escape from Tarkov
 

Escape from Tarkov is a virtual first-person combat RPG/Simulator featuring MMO aspects and a plotline adventure. The gamers would take on the […]
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Alternatives
 
PUBG
 

PUBG is a multiplayer online battle royale game. It has combat, action-adventure, Battle Royale, strategy, single-player, and MMORPG elements. The concept immerses […]
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Alternatives
 
DayZ
 

It is a horror-survival game that incorporates aspects of first and third-person shooter, action-adventure, sandbox, military, and multiplayer gameplay components. The game […]
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Alternatives
 
Tannenberg
 

Tannenberg brings the epic battles of the Eastern Front in World War One to life, with 64 players vying for control of […]
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Alternatives
 
7 Days to Die
 

It is a Horror-Survival game that has a major focus on FPS. The Fun Pimps have combined aspects of role-playing, fast-paced action, […]
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Alternatives
 
OpenMW
 

OpenMW is a free and open-source version of the game engine open-world role-playing game The Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind. The OpenMW engine […]
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Alternatives
 
Arma (Series)
 

Arma represents the whole series of Arma games. In a large military sandbox, you’ll get to experience authentic combat gameplay. This is […]
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Alternatives
 
Fallout
 

Fallout is a Free-to-Play Simulation game that combines construction and management elements. You must guide the people of the Vault and ensure […]
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Alternatives
 
STALKER: Shadow of Chernobyl (Series)
 

It is a First-person shooter video game. It is set in the aftermath of the nuclear disaster in Chernobyl. It has an […]
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Alternatives
 
Rust (Game)
 

Rust is a survival video game that may be played by many players. In Rust, the only thing that matters is that […]
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Alternatives
 
Metro (Series)
 

Metro 2033, Metro: Last Light, Metro Redux, and Metro Exodus are all represented, as is the whole Metro game series. Metro is […]
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Alternatives
 
Dragon Age (Series)
 

Dragon Age is an adventure, Massively Multiplayer Online, role-playing, fantasy, and single-player video game series. It is possible to choose your character […]
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Alternatives
 
Assassin’s Creed
 

This video game series utilises the game engine Anvil and its more complex versions, as well as other sources of inspiration. As […]
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Alternatives
 
The Witcher
 

The Witcher is a video game series developed by CD PROJEKT RED or based on a license from the company. Represent the […]
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Alternatives
 
Star Project
 

Star Project-Touya is a free Android app in the Simulation category, part of the Games & Entertainment category. It’s an ottoman game […]
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Alternatives
 
Stardock Fences
 

Stardock Fences manages your computer by securely arranging applications and icons in fully customizable coloured sections on your screen known as fences. […]
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Alternatives
 
Dragthing
 

Using a single click or keystroke, Dragthing is a shareware Dock application created specifically for Mac OS X that allows you to […]
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Alternatives
 
Desktop Groups
 

The app allows you to organise files on your computer’s desktop into groups of similar files. Drag and drop allows you to […]
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Alternatives
 
Portals
 

Using your desktop, create containers that display the contents of a specific folder with the aid of Portals. Divide your desktop into […]
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Alternatives
 
Folderview Screenlet
 

Folderview Screenlet is a Linux alternative. Fences may be built on your computer’s desktop in the same way as they were with […]
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Alternatives
 
XLaunchpad
 

XLaunchpad is a simple yet powerful Windows application that allows you to quickly access all of your shortcuts. There are various complex […]
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Alternatives
 
Nimi Places
 

Nimi Places is a free Windows Desktop Organizer that allows you to organise folders and files into a variety of containers that […]
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Alternatives
 
SideSlide
 

SideSlide is a highly customizable and portable desktop plugin that is making you a lot wiser in dealing with papers, photographs, and […]
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Alternatives
 
iCollections
 

iCollections is a free-to-use Mac solution that enables you to arrange your desktop icons in order to make them more visually appealing. […]
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Alternatives
 
My Candy Love
 

Beemoov’s My Candy Love (formerly Amour Sucré) is an internet otome game. My Candy Love premiered in 2011 and features Candy, a […]
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Alternatives
 
Always Remember Me
 

Winter Wolves has produced and released Always Remember Me, an Otome-based Visual Novel, Single and Dating Simulation, and Single and Dating Simulator. […]
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Alternatives
 
Love and Order
 

Winter Wolves has created and released Love and Order, an addictive visual novel, otome, single-player game, and dating simulation. The game is […]
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Alternatives
 
Mystic Messenger
 

Mystic Messenger is a South Korean Visual Novel video game. It is aimed at female gamers. During this game, players may take […]
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Alternatives
 
Roommates
 

Visual Novel, Single-player, Otome-based, and Dating Simulation, Roommates is a game created and published by Winter Wolves. The game has two main […]
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Alternatives
 
Choices: Stories You Play
 

Choices: Stories You Play is a single-player simulation game developed and released by Pixelberry that is based on a fantasy-themed detective story […]
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Alternatives
 
My Horse Prince
 

My Horse Prince is a single-player adventure video game. It is based on a novel of the same name. The movie’s plot […]
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Alternatives
 
Dramatical Murder
 

Dramatical Murder is a Visual Novel and a single-player video game based on anime. It is a very addicting science-fiction video game […]
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Alternatives
 
Pony Town
 

Pony Town is a social networking-themed free multiplayer browser game. Make some buddies by creating your own pony persona! By creating a […]
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Alternatives
 
CatHotel – Hotel for cute cats
 

Throughout the game, the player is in charge of maintaining a cat sanctuary, with the primary goal being to provide love and […]
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Alternatives
 
PetWorld: WildLife Africa
 

It is a casual, adventure, simulation, and single-player in nature. The goal of the game is to provide excellent care for wild […]
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Alternatives
 
My Wild Pet: Online Animal Sim
 

My Wild Pet: Online Animal Sim is a casual, adventure, and single-player video game. Throughout the game, the player finds himself on […]
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Alternatives
 
Pet Hotel – My hotel for cute animals
 

If you are an animal lover, the game will provide you with adorable dogs, cheeky cats, and amusing rodents to care for […]
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Alternatives
 
Family Zoo: The Story
 

Family Zoo: The Story is a puzzle, adventure, and single-player video game. During the course of the game, the player’s primary goal […]
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Alternatives
 
Pet World – My Animal Hospital
 

Pet World – My Animal Hospital is a video game that combines elements of simulation, adventure, and single-player gameplay. Throughout the game, […]
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Alternatives
 
Pet World – WildLife America
 

Pet World – WildLife America is a casual, adventure, simulation, and single-player video game. First and foremost, the player must recover from […]
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Alternatives
 
Lolsumo
 

It is a League of Legends companion app that determines the ideal build for your current League of Legends battle and analyses […]
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Alternatives
 
League Assistant Guide
 

This all-in-one League of Legends app includes detailed information on LOL champions, items, strategies, and anything else you need to know about […]
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Alternatives
 
Summoner’s Companion for LoL
 

It is possible to check up a summoner’s match history, rank, and statistics using the free Summoner’s Companion for LOL. With the […]
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Alternatives
 
YOUR.GGtics
 

YOUR.GGtics is a free to use app that enables you to assess your League of Legends performance, acquire new abilities, see new […]
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Alternatives
 
Matches for League of Legends
 

This visually appealing app provides ranking metrics, match history, and champion performance for the world’s most popular MOBA game. You may also […]
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Alternatives
 
TeamWard
 

TeamWard is a comprehensive guide app that will assist you in making greater progress. In order to be successful in the game, […]
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Alternatives
 
Free Realms
 

Free Realms was an internet role-playing application with a powerful multiplayer feature. The game was available to play up to grade 4, […]
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Alternatives
 
Lords and Knights
 

Lords and Knights is a browser-based video game that is addicting, massively multiplayer online, strategy, fantasy, and has a fantasy setting. In […]
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Alternatives
 
Legends of Honor
 

Legends of Honor is a strategy video game that is addicting to play. The game is mostly concerned with PvP warfare and […]
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Alternatives
 
Shaiya
 

Shaiya is a 3D, massively multiplayer online, role-playing, fantasy-based, and browser-based video game. It is set in a fantasy world and takes […]
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Alternatives
 
Shakes and Fidget
 

Shakes and Fidget is a massively multiplayer online role-playing game that includes elements of fantasy, adventure, and strategy. The game takes place […]
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Alternatives
 
Castle Age
 

Castle Age is a very addicting video game that combines elements of MMORPG, strategy, and fantasy. It has an intriguing tale in […]
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Alternatives
 
Book of Heroes
 

Book of Heroes is a massively multiplayer online video game that combines role-playing, strategy, and social networking features. The game takes place […]
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Alternatives
 
Dragon Hunter 4
 

Dragon Hunter 4 are fun role-playing games that include MMO, dungeon crawling, and combat features. Dragon Hunter 4 was created and released […]
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Alternatives
 
MCEBuddy
 

MCEBuddy eliminates ads and adverts from your video recordings while also converting them for use on other streaming and portable devices. Using […]
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Alternatives
 
comskip
 

comskip is a commercial detector that may be found on the internet. A MPEG or h.264 file is read by the software, […]
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Alternatives
 
Universal LPC Spritesheet Character Generator
 

‘Universal LPC (Liberated Pixel Effort) Spritesheet Character Generator helps you to produce spritesheets for 2D games.’ Universal LPC Spritesheet Character Generator is […]
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Alternatives
 
RPG Character Builder
 

Using RPG Character Builder, you may design animated sprite sheets for your game characters. In the editor, you may construct your own […]
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Alternatives
 
Game Character Hub
 

Game Character Hub is a 2D game asset creation and editing program that assists you in creating and editing game assets. You […]
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Alternatives
 
Pixeldudesmaker
 

Pixeldudesmaker is a pixel art character generator that includes idle, jogging, and leaping movements as well as a large number of customizing […]
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Alternatives
 
Hatchful by Shopify
 

You can build a custom logo using Hatchful by Shopify. It is a free logo generator tool. You can select from hundreds […]
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Alternatives
 
Logo Genie
 

Logogenie is a cheap, online logo creation solution that allows you to create logos on a tight budget without breaking the bank. […]
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Alternatives
 
LogoMaker
 

LogoMaker is the best-in-class logo creation firm that helps you to quickly and easily create logos from scratch. You may create multiple […]
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Alternatives
 
Looka
 

Looka is one of the most well-known online platforms for Brand Identity and Logo Design, allowing businesses to make use of the […]
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Alternatives
 
Ucraft
 

Ucraft allows you the flexibility to design any kind of professional website you choose. Our all-in-one platform contains website designs created by […]
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Alternatives
 
Logaster
 

A quick, easy, and economical branding solution for small companies, Logaster is an online brand identity generator that has assisted 14 million […]
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Alternatives
 
Logoshi
 

Logoshi is a web-based software that lets to design logos for their businesses even if they have no prior design knowledge or […]
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Alternatives
 
GraphicSprings
 

Logo creator GraphicSprings is a web-based service that enables small-business owners, entrepreneurs, startups, and non-profit organizations to generate professional logos in minutes. […]
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Alternatives
 
WhatRunsWhere
 

WhatRunsWhere is a platform that offers internet media buyers knowledge about where their ads are running. Mobile and online advertisers can become […]
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Alternatives
 
Nielsen Ad Intel
 

Nielsen Ad Intel is a reputable and professional marketing attribution tool that enables businesses to have a greater effect across numerous sales […]
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Alternatives
 
Numerator Insights
 

Numerator Insights is an omnichannel consumer behaviour and insights platform that helps businesses to better analyze customer behaviour in-store and online, as […]
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Alternatives
 
Pathmatics
 

Pathmatics is a marketing analytics software that allows organizations to track and analyze the efficacy of their digital advertising campaigns. It focuses […]
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Alternatives
 
Adbeat
 

Adbeat superior competitive intelligence enables Advertisers, Ad Networks & Publishers, and Agencies to easily monitor their rivals’ advertising efforts. All of these […]
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Alternatives
 
ZoomInfo
 

ZoomInfo is a subscription-based Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) platform designed specifically for individuals seeking to connect with the appropriate people and networks. It is […]
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Alternatives
 
MediaRadar
 

Award-winning advertising intelligence solutions from MediaRadar give fast cross-media analytics that is tailored for people engaged in the media selling or planning […]
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Alternatives
 
Samsung Link (AllShare Play)
 

The AllShare Play application allows you to play and share media material (pictures, videos, and so on) across all of your Samsung […]
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Alternatives
 
videoCast for Chromecast
 

A simple app with a single committed goal, videoCast for Chromecast allows its users to cast videos from numerous media servers in […]
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Alternatives
 
Cast Player
 

With this easy to use the app, you can cast and stream your photographs and videos to any Chromecast-enabled device. It is […]
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Alternatives
 
TV Assist
 

TV Assist is a functionality application that allows you to watch videos/photos and listen to your favorite music on a variety of […]
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Alternatives
 
UPNP Xtreme
 

UPNP Xtreme is the name of a next-generation DLNA and UPNP streamer that enables smartphone users to stream content from their smartphones […]
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Alternatives
 
AllShare Play
 

AllShare Play is a new app that was created with the purpose of synchronizing all devices that were capable of connecting to […]
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Alternatives
 
Castio – Cast to Chromecast TV
 

Castio – Cast to Chromecast TV app allows you to cast television and video to Chromecast-compatible devices. It is a powerful tool […]
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Alternatives
 
YuppTV
 

YuppTV is one of the world’s leading internet-based TV and On-demand service providers for South Asian entertainment, with over 250 channels, 5000 […]
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Alternatives
 
Eros Now
 

Eros Now is a subscription-based, over-the-top, video-on-demand media and entertainment network located in India that offers a wide range of content. In […]
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Alternatives
 
JioTV
 

JioTV is a mobile application that allows Jio members to watch their favourite television channels and programs on their smartphones and tablet […]
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Alternatives
 
Hotstar
 

Hotstar is an online video streaming platform operated by Novi Digital Entertainment Private Limited, which is a fully owned subsidiary of Star […]
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Alternatives
 
ZEE5
 

ZEE5 is one of the most popular over-the-top (OTT) services for streaming television series and movies nowadays. Everything from Bollywood to regional […]
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Alternatives
 
ZengaTV
 

ZengaTV is a premium mobile TV service provider that partners with a variety of Indian television channels. With over 100 channels and […]
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Alternatives
 
Amaziograph
 

Amaziograph makes it simple and enjoyable to build stunning tessellations and mandalas. Amaziograph is suited for everyone from youngsters to expert artists, […]
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Alternatives
 
Kaleidoscope Painter
 

Painting with Kaleidoscope Painter is a fun and easy painting application that allows you to make symmetrical art with ease. Corel Painter […]
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Alternatives
 
Kaleidoscope painter by Stock img
 

Kaleidoscope painters produce symmetrical art pictures and mandala drawings by sketching a picture with colours and patterns to represent them. An interactive […]
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Alternatives
 
Peel Smart Remote
 

Peel Smart Remote is a 2009 application that was first released. Its creators worked with a variety of smartphone makers to make […]
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Alternatives
 
SURE – Smart Home and TV Universal Remote
 

SURE – Smart Home and TV Universal Remote is a commonly used remote app that performs admirably over your Smart Home and […]
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Alternatives
 
DIYRemote
 

DIYRemote is a project that enables you to create your own unique remote control interface for televisions, home theatres, and any other […]








Alternatives
 
IR Remote
 

IR Remote control is a kind of remote control that sends light signals from a transmitter at one end of the remote […]
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Alternatives
 
Irplus
 

Infrared signals from different remote controllers are reproduced by Irplus, a standalone executable for the Android operating system that tries to recreate […]
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Alternatives
 
Roomie Remote
 

The Roomie Remote is a universal remote control for home theatre and automation that use WiFi to operate thousands of devices such […]
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Alternatives
 
Family Guy: The Quest for Stuff
 

It’s an unlimited access video game. It’s themed on the Family Guy comic series from the United States. It enables users to […]
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Alternatives
 
SimCity 4
 

SimCity 4 is an addictive, construction and management, city-building, and single-player simulation game. SimCity 4 is the series’ fourth major instalment. The […]
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Alternatives
 
SimCity
 

SimCity is a city-building, construction, and management simulation game that is also available as a massively multiplayer online game and a fantasy […]
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Alternatives
 
The Flintstones: Bring Back Bedrock
 

The Flintstones: Bring Back Bedrock is an Engaging, City-Building, Single and Multiplayer video game created and distributed by Ludia Inc. The game […]
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Alternatives
 
Cities: Skylines
 

Cities: Skylines is a single-player simulation game that focuses on construction and management, city building, and single-player gameplay. The game allows you […]
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Alternatives
 
Cities XL
 

Cities XL is a city-building game with elements of sandbox, construction and management, economy, and single-player. The game is an engaging gaming […]
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Alternatives
 
The Simpsons : Tapped Out
 

The Simpsons is a single and multiplayer video game developed and released by EA Mobile that is addicting, involves city-building, construction and […]
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Alternatives
 
Megapolis
 

Megapolis is a single-player simulation game that combines elements of construction and management, city-building, strategy, and single-player gameplay. The game lets the […]
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Alternatives
 
Happy Wheels
 

Happy Wheels is one of the most engaging games of all time, as well as the most popular online free web browser-based […]
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Alternatives
 
Free Rider HD
 

It helps to bike races on tracks created by other users or create your own ones. Over 50,000 tracks were created by […]
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Alternatives
 
Gravity Defied – Trial Racing
 

Gravity Defied – Trial Racing is a motorbike trial racing game that has realistic physics and is playable on any mobile device. […]
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Alternatives
 
Bike Mania 2
 

Bike Mania 2 is fairly similar to Bike Mania 1, with the exception that it contains various courses and is, in my […]
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Alternatives
 
Ultimate Stunt Champ
 

Ultimate Stunt Champ is an online bike racing game that features outrageous stunts. It is your responsibility to ride the bike through […]
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Alternatives
 
XMoto
 

XMoto is a hard 2D motocross platform game in which physics plays a critical part in the action. The game is available […]
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Alternatives
 
Guts and Glory
 

Guts and Glory is the wildest game show on the planet, in which everyday people participate in amazing life-or-death challenges for glory. […]
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Alternatives
 
Trials2
 

Trials2 has an ultra-high-quality graphics option that uses deferred rendering to provide visually stunning effects like depth of field, ambient occlusion, and […]
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Alternatives
 
Kongregate
 

Kongregate is a robust gaming website that allows users to enjoy thousands of online games without paying any charges. Here users can […]
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Alternatives
 
Addicting Games
 

Addicting Games is an addictive gaming website that offers a massive range of flash games to users. It comes with 30+ different […]
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Alternatives
 
FRIV
 

FRIV is a free gaming website that provides a broad selection of games to play, including puzzles, automobile games, and dress-up games. […]
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Alternatives
 
Armor Games
 

Armor Games is a free online gaming portal that hosts thousands of HTML5 browser games. it is primarily known for the amazing […]
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Alternatives
 
Ceilfire
 

Ceilfire is a web-based application that distributes the most relevant news in the worlds of games, game development, and game business. Ceilfire […]
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Alternatives
 
ArcadeOK
 

ArcadeOK is an online gaming centre that features a broad variety of PC and mobile games. To make it easier for you […]
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Alternatives
 
Newgrounds
 

Newgrounds is an all-in-one player that enables you to play flash games, watch videos, and interact with game creators and uploaders all […]
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Alternatives
 
Candygames
 

With Candygames, you have the option to participate in popular online games. It doesn’t matter what your age or interests are; the […]
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Alternatives
 
Ninja Kiwi
 

Ninja Kiwi is a video game that may be played online and on mobile devices. Bloons and Bloons Tower Defense are two […]
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Alternatives
 
MiniClip
 

MiniClip is a complete gaming platform that also recommends the top 10 online games. It is available in both free and paid […]
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Alternatives
 
TV Show Favs
 

TV Show Favs is an application that helps the users to keep track of all the TV shows that they prefer to […]
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Alternatives
 
TV Series Collector
 

The TV Series Collector app enables you to organise and preserve all of your favourite television series and networks in one place. […]
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Alternatives
 
DroidShows
 

DroidShows is the ideal TV show tracker app that allows you to keep track of all the series you’re currently viewing and […]
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Alternatives
 
BetaSeries
 

BetaSeries is a movie and television show management app that works much like a personal assistant, allowing you to store episodes, schedule […]
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Alternatives
 
Trakt.tv
 

Trakt.tv is a web and mobile application that allows you to keep track of the television series and movies you are currently […]
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Alternatives
 
Cinopsys
 

Cinopsys is a movie and television show manager app that provides a simple and attractive interface for managing your movie and television […]
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Alternatives
 
TV Time
 

TV Time is a free-to-use application that makes it simple to keep track of all the shows you watch on a regular […]
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Alternatives
 
Showly
 

Showly is a television show tracking application that was developed with the assistance of TV show enthusiasts. An extensive feature set enables […]
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Alternatives
 
Flox
 

Flox is a self-hosted watch list for movies, television shows, and anime. As soon as you begin watching a television show or […]
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Alternatives
 
SeriesGuide
 

The SeriesGuide Show & Movie Manager app has a discover area, which allows you to get your hands on the most recent […]
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Alternatives
 
Next Episode
 

Next Episode Track TV Episodes, Movies, and TV Series is a Nikbits entertainment app that enables users to easily track their favourite […]
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Alternatives
 
LOMOTIF
 

LOMOTIF is a social networking site where children may make video clips or image compilations using the app’s video editing capabilities, music […]
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Alternatives
 
InShot video editor and maker
 

InShot video editor and maker is a powerful music video editor with professional capabilities such as trimming and cutting video/movie, adding music, […]
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Alternatives
 
Tempo – face swap video editor
 

Tempo – face swap video editor is a fascinating music video editor that has outstanding effects and transitions.   Tempo is a […]
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Alternatives
 
Triller: Music Video Editor
 

Triller: Music Video Editor is an entertainment platform and social video editor with music that has been designed specifically for producers. With […]
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Alternatives
 
Beat.ly
 

Beat.ly music video maker is the finest music video creator with effects available, and it can assist you in converting your images […]
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Alternatives
 
Vinkle – Music Video Maker
 

Vinkle – Music Video Maker is a music video maker app that includes animation, interactive technology, video graphics, and special effects. It […]
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Alternatives
 
Funimate Video Editor & Maker
 

Funimate Video Editor & Maker is the greatest app available! Join the millions of Funimate users who are able to produce complicated […]
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Alternatives
 
VideoFX Music Video Maker
 

VideoFX Music Video Maker is a beautifully designed video editor that includes features such as lip-syncing and hundreds of other entertaining options. […]
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Alternatives
 
Cisco Packet Tracer
 

Cisco Packet Tracer can be referred to as a comprehensive networking technology instructing and learning device that offers an extraordinary blend of […]
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Alternatives
 
GNS3
 

A software and network emulator, GNS3 enables the integration of virtual and real machine devices of nearly any kind to mimic composite […]
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Alternatives
 
NetSim
 

NetSim is a piece of software that acts as an end-to-end packet level, full-stack, emulator, and simulator from start to finish. In […]
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Alternatives
 
Dynamips
 

Dynamips is a computer programme written in the C language that is used to simulate Cisco routers. A functional GCC or Clang […]
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Alternatives
 
Eve-NG
 

Eve-NG is a high-performance emulated virtual environment that was built from the ground up to meet the demands of DevOps, Network, and […]
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Alternatives
 
Cable Project CAD
 

Automated length calculations are performed for cables, conduits and trays; trunking and pipe lengths are calculated automatically; and the Rack Diagram, 3D […]
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Alternatives
 
Free SNMP Agent Simulator
 

Free SNMP Agent Simulator builds a network of up to 100000 SNMP managed devices. Users may mimic any SNMP-enabled device using any […]
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Alternatives
 
lorempixel
 

lorempixel creates placeholder images for each case. It is used for Web design and Print. One just requires to put an URL […]
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Alternatives
 
placebear
 

A fast and easy service for obtaining images of bears for use as placeholders in your designs or code, delivered in a […]
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Alternatives
 
Lorem Picsum
 

Lorem Picsum makes it simple for web designers to create beautiful placeholder photos for their websites. For example, picsum.photos/200/300 will return a […]
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Alternatives
 
Dummy Image
 

Create image placeholders or fake pictures on Dummy Image, a website that allows you to call attention to the need for a […]
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Alternatives
 
freeimages
 

freeimages offers high-quality stock photographs at a low cost. Creating a website where creative individuals may share photographs for inspiration or work […]
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Alternatives
 
satyr.dev
 

satyr.dev is API for fake placeholder pictures that support delay, aspect ratio, resolution, themes, nation flags, and offline mode is provided for […]
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Alternatives
 
SeatGeek
 

SeatGeek is an exceptional application that allows users to buy and sell tickets to various sporting events including NFL, MLS, NHL, festivals, […]
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Alternatives
 
vividseats
 

vividseats is a ticket exchange and resale firm based in the United States. Fans wishing to purchase or sell tickets to their […]
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Alternatives
 
Veritix
 

All types of events may be found and tickets can be found anytime you want them. At Veritix, you can watch anything […]
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Alternatives
 
TICKETS.com
 

TICKETS.com serves hundreds of the world’s most prestigious arts, entertainment, and sports organisations throughout the globe. Customers can benefit from TICKETS.com’s advanced […]
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Alternatives
 
Live Nation
 

Live Nation is the world’s leading concert promoter and ticket seller. It also links more brands to music than anyone else. Taking […]
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Alternatives
 
Goldstar
 

Goldstar is a private event discovery service based in Pasadena, California, that sells tickets to a variety of leisure activities such as […]
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Alternatives
 
Polyvore
 

Polyvore was a social commerce website driven by the community that had its headquarters in California. The company’s virtual mood board feature […]
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Alternatives
 
Fashmates
 

It is the top styling platform in the world, enabling fashion companies and retailers to improve basket size by offering customised styles […]
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Alternatives
 
Bantoa
 

Bantoa is a fashion social e-commerce platform that relies on the development of ensembles by the user community, with items available for […]
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Alternatives
 
ChicVore
 

ChicVore is a one-stop-shop for everything from fashion to cosmetics to home dEcor. You may be certain that they will keep all […]
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Alternatives
 
trendMe.net
 

In addition to fashion and entertainment, trendMe.net also promotes creativity and shopping to bring people from all over the globe together through […]
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Alternatives
 
URSTYLE
 

URSTYLE is a website that people use to buy and sell things. People come here to make and show off their own […]
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Alternatives
 
Shoplook
 

Shoplook is a website that assists regular women in discovering and purchasing beautifully designed outfit ideas for every event, body shape, and […]
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Alternatives
 
MozBackup
 

It is possible to back up and restore profiles for a range of Mozilla-based applications, including as Firefox, Thunderbird, SeaMonkey, Mozilla Suite, […]
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Alternatives
 
zebNet Backup for Firefox
 

Mozilla Firefox users will appreciate zebNet Backup for Firefox, a professional all-in-one backup solution that has been specifically created for the popular […]
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Alternatives
 
Batckup Firefox
 

Batckup Firefox is a short and very simple to use command-line utility that will automatically backup all of your Firefox profiles to […]
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Alternatives
 
Hekasoft Backup & Restore
 

Hekasoft Backup & Restore is an all-in-one solution for backing up and restoring your browser’s data and configuration. Create a backup of […]
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Alternatives
 
Siphon
 

If you have numerous computers, Siphon will manage and sync your Firefox Add-ons. It will also keep your Add-ons list in case […]
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Alternatives
 
Stadium Goods
 

Stadium Goods is the world’s largest online marketplace for sneakers and streetwear. Stadium Goods may be a fantastic alternative for you if […]
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Alternatives
 
Foot Locker
 

Foot Locker is a global leader in the celebration of sneakers and young culture, with a portfolio of brands that includes Foot […]
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Alternatives
 
Kixify
 

Kixify is a global marketplace where individuals from all over the globe can connect, find, sell, and purchase one-of-a-kind shoes. At the […]
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Alternatives
 
Kickscrew
 

Kickscrew is a worldwide e-commerce platform for shoes and clothes that operates on the internet. For over a decade, Kickscrew’s mission has […]
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Alternatives
 
GOAT
 

A marketplace for sneaker and clothing aficionados, GOAT allows sellers to display their high-value, limited-edition, or otherwise uncommon products for purchase by […]
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Alternatives
 
Nice Kicks
 

Nice Kicks was created as a venue where fashion, music, and art coexist. Our mission is to enrich culture and fashion through […]
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Alternatives
 
GearBest
 

GearBest is described as a “premier shopping site specializing in consumer electronics and gadgets such as phones, laptops, smartwatches, RC drones, Arduino […]
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Alternatives
 
Best Buy
 

Canada, Mexico, and the United States are all served by Best Buy, the world’s largest international consumer electronics shop. Computer software, video […]
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Alternatives
 
DealExtreme
 

In the vast world of Chinese online shopping, DealExtreme is only one of the numerous options to consider. They advertise that they […]
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Alternatives
 
Banggood
 

Banggood is an international e-commerce platform that provides low-priced, high-quality items, as well as excellent customer care to customers worldwide. Every product […]
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Review
 
MiniTool MovieMaker Review – An Excellent View Editor
 

MiniTool MovieMaker is an excellent video editor that lets you create and edit videos without watermarks. Video is easy to digest and […]
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Alternatives
 
Spigot
 

Spigot is an open-source Java project that allows users to operate their own Minecraft servers and to add plugins to their servers […]
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Alternatives
 
Minecraft Server
 

Minecraft Server is the official server software for the popular video game Minecraft. Minecraft servers enable users to connect with other players […]
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Alternatives
 
PaperMC
 

PaperMC is a next-generation Minecraft server of intelligence. The program makes it easier for the administrator who wants to increase the performance […]
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Alternatives
 
Glowstone
 

Glowstone is a perfectly legitimate Minecraft server that offers support for the APIs that you are familiar with and that you like […]
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Alternatives
 
Cuberitea
 

Cuberite is a lightweight custom Minecraft compatible game server built in C++ that is simple to use and flexible. Because of its […]
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Alternatives
 
Bukkit
 

Bukkit is a comprehensive piece of software that allows you to expand the capabilities of the Minecraft multiplayer servers. The programme brings […]
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Alternatives
 
Purpur
 

Based on the Tuinity framework, Purpur is a drop-in replacement for Paper that is meant for configurability as well as additional fun […]
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Alternatives
 
Sponge
 

The goal of the Sponge project is to establish a framework for developing plugins for the Minecraft video game. In order to […]
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Alternatives
 
Azgaar’s Fantasy map generator
 

Azgaar’s Fantasy map generator and editor allow you to create whatever map you choose. This online web-based tool gives information about routes, […]
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Alternatives
 
Mipui
 

Mipui is an online, grid-based map editor that places a strong emphasis on simplicity and cooperation. All adjustments are visible in real-time […]
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Alternatives
 
Worldspinner
 

Worldspinner, you can quickly and easily build a complete fantasy world in a matter of minutes. You’ll be able to see every […]
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Alternatives
 
Fractal Mapper
 

Dungeons, continents, cities, and other types of maps may be created using Fractal Mapper, which is a powerful mapping engine that enables […]
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Alternatives
 
PyMapper
 

A map-creation application for fantasy role-playing games, PyMapper is available for download  The Dungeons & Dragons role-playing game is included. With improved […]
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Alternatives
 
MapForge
 

Low-cost and straightforward map creation software that specialises in producing stunning high-resolution tiled tactical-scale battle maps in a short amount of time.GMs […]
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Alternatives
 
Dungeon Scrawl
 

Designed to be an easy-to-grasp tool with a high ability ceiling, Dungeon Scrawl intends to empower artists by automatically taking care of […]
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Alternatives
 
Wonderdraft
 

Wonderdraft is a simple but powerful map-creation tool that enables you to rapidly and simply build any kind of map. With the […]
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Alternatives
 
Inkarnate
 

Inkarnate is a map-designing tool that provides users with a game-like interface that enables them to create maps entirely from their imagination. […]
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Alternatives
 
Campaign Cartographer
 

Campaign Cartographer has been used by authors, game designers, and hundreds of players to plan out the worlds of their imagination. It […]
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Alternatives
 
Carvana
 

Carvana is an online marketplace that facilitates the purchase and sale of secondhand automobiles. The whole purchasing process takes place online, and […]
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Alternatives
 
CarSoup
 

Buyers may find various types of automobiles for sale on CarSoup, which works with more than 20,000 dealerships throughout the United States […]
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Alternatives
 
CarsDirect
 

CarsDirect is an American online automotive research portal and car-buying business established in El Segundo that enables users to study, price, purchase, […]
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Alternatives
 
CarGurus
 

CarGurus is an automobile research and shopping website established in Cambridge, Massachusetts, that facilitates users in comparing local ads for used and […]
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Alternatives
 
Vroom
 

Vroom is a used vehicle retailer and e-commerce startup established in New York City that allows people to purchase, sell, and finance […]
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Alternatives
 
Cars.com
 

Currently, the second-biggest automotive classified website in the world, Cars.com is a utomotive classified website that focuses on used automobiles. If you’re […]
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Alternatives
 
TrueCar
 

TrueCar is a website that provides new and used vehicle purchasers with prices and information about automobiles. Users may view what others […]
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Alternatives
 
Autotrader
 

Autotrader is an online marketplace for vehicle buyers and sellers. It brings together new, used, and certified pre-owned automobiles from dealerships and […]
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Alternatives
 
TRED
 

TRED is a company committed to assisting both buyers and sellers save money when purchasing or selling an automobile over the internet. […]
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